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The Honda Legend is a V6 engine executive car produced by Honda since which currently
serves as its flagship vehicle. The introduction of the Legend also coincided with the launch of
a new dealership sales channel in Japan, called Honda Clio. The Rover Company had a long
established reputation as a luxury car maker in the United Kingdom and Europe, demonstrated
with the Rover P5 and Rover P6 , and Honda wanted to introduce a luxury car for the Japanese,
European and North American markets. Rover also wanted to return to the American market
when previously they had reportedly sold only 1, cars in , and a brief return in , selling Rover
SD1s by offering the Sterling which was also a result of the ARG-Honda partnership. Design
work concluded on the Legend in , with a design patent being filed on September 27, at the
Japan Patent Office under application number and registered on September 19, under patent
number In , Honda had introduced a luxury level version of the Accord, called the Honda Vigor ,
but realized that they needed to manufacture a larger, more exclusive sedan with similar
dimensions to the Crown, Luce, Cedric and Gloria. When the Legend was introduced worldwide,
the optional equipment list was minimal as commonly identified equipment regarded as luxury
in nature was included as standard equipment, leaving the only option the choice between a
manual or automatic transmission. The major mechanical difference between the Legend and
the Toyota, Mazda and Nissan sedans was that the Legend was front-wheel drive, which Honda
stated was "quite simply the most logical means to the ends the engineers desired: a true
luxury car with a low, aerodynamic hood; a spacious interior with a nearly flat floor, and the
superior traction that results from placing the engine and drivetrain transversely over the drive
wheels. Efforts to minimize torque steer were achieved by the half shafts and the angles of the
joints at the ends of those shafts being equalized, helping the Legend to accelerate in a straight
line. The Japanese-spec Legend was offered in three trim levels; the V6Xi with the 2. The V6Gi
had the same level of equipment and luxury features as the V6Xi, whereas the V6Zi had reduced
content and a lower price. The V6 engines were available with electronic, multi-port sequential
fuel injection Honda called Programmed Fuel Injection, or PGM-FI and a variable length intake
manifold on the smaller 2. The larger 2. Transmission selections were either a four-speed
automatic transaxle with a computer controlled lockup torque converter , or a five-speed
manual transaxle. In order for the sedan to comply with Japanese vehicle size requirements and
reduced tax liability, the car with the 2. The slightly smaller body style also allowed the Legend
to compete with the upscale Toyota Cresta and Chaser and the Nissan Laurel. The Legend
offered many Honda "firsts", such as a driver side airbag, vehicle speed sensitive power assist
rack and pinon steering, anti-lock brakes, seat belt pre-tensioners with Emergency Locking
Retractors called E. The Legend was introduced with a double wishbone suspension for the
front wheels, and a modified Chapman strut with trailing arm rear suspension Honda called "RF
Reduced Friction Strut Rear Suspension" with progressive rate rear coil springs that stiffen as
they compress to combine smooth ride and good handling. The rear coil spring was separate
from the strut and positioned so that vertical pressure was supported by the lower control arm.
The term Reduced Friction referred to the minimizing of forces that create friction in the shock
absorbers , providing more efficient damping for the full suspension stroke. The rear
suspension was upgraded to double wishbone starting with the model year worldwide. In
October , Honda upgraded the C20A V6 engine used exclusively in the KA5 series Legend with a
variable geometry turbocharger , calling it the "Wing Turbo" in a Japanese TV commercial to
address the modest power available from the previous engine with variable length intake
manifold used in earlier models. The turbocharger compressor housing had four vanes made
from heat resistant Inconel alloy surrounding the turbine wheel on the inlet side of it that would
fluctuate based on engine load and transmission gearing above 2, rpm to allow for increased
airflow into the engine as needed. The turbo compressor could generate as much as millimetres
of mercury 8. According to an excerpt of Automotive Engineering in January , "The movable
wings are positive pressure- and vacuum-operated, their angle changes are controlled by an
eight-bit kilobyte computer that also manages fuel injection. Positive pressure to the wing
actuator is supplied by the turbo's supercharge pressure, controlled by a frequency solenoid
valve, and negative pressure is generated by intake vacuum and accumulated in a reservoir
which is also solenoid controlled. The CPU is fed signals including boost pressure, intake
temperature, coolant temperature, throttle opening, engine rpm , and vehicle speed. The Wing
Turbo is not fitted with a conventional wastegate. On idling and steady-state cruising that do
not require supercharging, the movable flagsâ€”or wingsâ€”which are fully opened, allow
exhaust gas to enter the enlarged nozzle area and pass through the turbine smoothly with little
resistance. At the beginning of full acceleration, the wings close fully, reducing the nozzle area
through which accelerated gas enters and strikes the turbine blades forcefully, gaining boost
quickly. When maximum boost is obtained, the movable wings begin to close gradually, until
the vehicle reaches a desired cruising velocity whereby the wings open fully. The nozzle area

varies continuously according to operating and load conditions. The turbo was installed just
above the automatic transmission unit; a manual transmission was not offered. This engine was
only offered in Japan using the more compact sedan body style, labeled as "2. The engine was
used for just two years, due to the introduction of the second generation Legend in with the
much larger C32A V6, and as such Wing Turbo sedans are extremely rare. The Honda Legend
was introduced for the model year and was virtually identical in equipment offered and vehicle
dimensions to the North American model, with one trim designation called the V This means
very few options were available other than the choice of transmission, and an air conditioning
system identical to the North American version. Front and rear mud flaps were standard in
undisclosed countries but not all. The radio volume control rocker switch and preset radio scan
button installed on the instrument binnacle was not offered. The Legend Coupe was introduced
February 6, , with a larger displacement 2. Incidentally, the Japanese coupe was both longer and
wider, which increased its tax liability, yet it had a shorter wheelbase by 2. October 14, saw a
minor restyle offered for the interior and dashboard, to provide a more luxurious appearance in
comparison to the Nissan and Toyota uplevel sedans the Legend was competing with. Due to
the success Honda had with the Legend, it served as an inspiration for many vehicles from
multiple manufacturers, including the Subaru Legacy with which it shares many visual
resemblances and dimensions both inside and out. The Rover was not updated to the new
platform, and instead continued with the old XX platform. In Japan, this Legend was also known
as the "Super Legend" due to the much larger 3. This Legend benefited from much of the
research and testing done for Honda's new mid-engined high performance sports car, the
Honda NSX , and the Legend was used as a test platform for new NSX technologies and
research. Honda introduced a passenger side airbag on this model, and used off-set collision
testing to improve collision performance and safety. Trim level designations were changed to
"Alpha" for the top level vehicle, and "Beta" for the lower grade. No other trim levels were
offered. The customer base served by the slightly smaller first generation Legend was now
offered the completely revised CB5 series Honda Vigor and Honda Inspire sold at different
Japanese Honda retail sales locations Honda Clio and Honda Verno. The business practice of
offering the previous generation Legend in two sizes so that it could comply with Japanese
dimension and engine displacement regulations was ceded to the Inspire and Vigor, where both
vehicles were offered in two versions so as to comply with the regulations, and offer Japanese
buyers with more choices. The installation of the larger 3. The Japanese Domestic Market
version of the Legend second generation was the second vehicle offered with a navigation
system called the Electro Gyrocator first being the Honda Accord and Vigor , although it was
not satellite-based and instead relied on a gas gyroscope Inertial navigation system. September
29, saw an upgrade to the "Alpha" trim level, called the Touring Series, which added the Honda
Progressive Damper suspension system, and included upgraded calipers for the front and rear
disc brakes, and increased the wheel size to 16 inches. A Luxman premium sound system was
added to the options list. The prefectural police department of Aomori used "Beta" sedans with
the Type II engine for traffic monitoring. It was named for the region in Greece called Arcadia , a
region regarded in Greek mythology as a utopian garden. During this period, Honda had a loose
alliance with Daewoo, and the Arcadia was larger than Hyundai Grandeur and Kia Potentia
competitors. Daewoo Motors GM Korea's predecessor sold more than vehicles. In , Japan's
Honda and technology partnership with Daewoo, the Arcadia was essentially the base level
Legend. At the time of the Arcadia's introduction, it was the largest engine, with a horsepower
V6 3. ABS, dual airbags, safety belt pre-tensioners, and the most advanced car safety features
at the time, commensurate with a focus on protecting the passengers. Some of the features
included driver's seat position memory function and front heated seats, push-button door
opening and closing devices, automatic climate control air conditioning. After the acquisition of
SsangYong and Daewoo Motors, Daewoo cars entered with the Daewoo Chairman and
remaining stock of Arcadia sedans were reduced in price, with the Arcadia ending production in
December of that year. The third generation Legend appeared on October 26, , continuing the
Honda tradition of front-wheel drive, and increasing the engine displacement to 3. The actual
Honda internal platform code for this vehicle is E-KA9. The Legend also had very similar
dimensions to the front-wheel drive, V8 sedan Mitsubishi Proudia which was sold only in Japan.
The trim level "Exclusive" returned as the upper level car, with the standard grade vehicle
known as "Euro", with the more performance tuned suspension. The wood trim used was more
upscale for the "Exclusive" vehicle with a lower grade wood used on the "Euro". Both vehicles
were very well equipped. Honda's internet-based navigation system Internavi was introduced
with this generation on Japanese domestic vehicles. The Luxman premium sound system was
still available. The styling was said to more closely resemble the Mercedes-Benz E-Class and a
transponder key security system was offered. Starting with this generation, cabin air filters also

known as pollen filters were installed as standard equipment and are located behind the glove
compartment internationally. September 21, saw a minor styling change, with the front grille
cutting into the front bumper, providing a more prominent front grille. Emphasis was increased
on providing a luxurious sense of style, both inside and out. Side impact airbags now
complemented the dual front airbags as standard equipment. The steering wheel can be
automatically adjusted based on the position of the driver's seat, thereby optimizing a safe
distance between the driver and the airbag installed in the steering wheel. September 24, saw
the engine meet emission regulations to comply with California LEV requirements. June 19, saw
the interior updated, and maple wood was offered for interior decoration. Electro-luminescent
instruments were offered, as well as a higher grade of leather interior. The third-generation
model was offered as a sedan only. A mid-term facelift came in The Legend went on sale in
Australia starting with the model year. In the U. The swoopier, shorter fourth-generation Honda
Legend was launched on October 7, and became Japan's Car of the Year for â€”, marking the
fourth time in five years that Honda has taken the award. Its reduced dimensions over the third
generation model seem to suggest a return to what made the Legend so popular with the first
generation, being a top level sedan that offered something different from its competitors. The
model marks the 25th anniversary of Honda Legend production. Due to continuous product
improvement efforts over past generations, the series CP3 North American Honda Accord
Honda Inspire in some markets shares wheelbase, length, width and engine displacement
almost exactly with this generation Legend, with a reduced price in many international markets.
The Legend does have a higher level of standard features and optional equipment but not by
much. Select-Shift was introduced on the 5-speed automatic transmission. The newly designed
J35A 3. In a move echoing the many "firsts" introduced by the first generation Legend, the
horsepower no longer complied with the self-imposed horsepower restrictions of the Japanese
auto industry. Perhaps to accommodate the all-wheel drive setup, the engine was reoriented
from a longitudinal installation used since , to a transverse installation, which was the original
orientation of the first generation model. Plans to introduce the Acura brand in Japan haven't
been formally announced, relying on speculation. September 15, saw a mild body restyle, which
included a rear backup camera. The Akita and Kumamoto Prefectures adopted this Legend as
the official car for local senior government officials. The LKAS could actually make small
steering adjustments to keep a car in lane so long as the radius of the turn was more than
meters, which was the legal minimum in Japan. The LKAS would relinquish control at the
slightest steering input so the driver had control at all times. Intelligent Night Vision with the
world's first pedestrian detection feature, and a standard pop-up hood for pedestrian safety.
The infrared cameras do not require a light source, and the software is able to detect human like
figures, surround the image with a red box and give audible caution tones. The pop-up hood
uses a series of sensors that can detect a pedestrian-like object being thrown onto the hood. All
markets feature energy absorbing hood and fender supports and deformable windshield wiper
pivots to minimize pedestrian injury. Honda's internet-based navigation system Internavi is
standard equipment on Japanese domestic vehicles. In October , it is reported that Brake Defect
from Honda Legend were delivered to customers before the problem is discovered. Honda says
that it doesn't know how many of its vehicles have suffered a faulty brake system. The U. Honda
outfit says it will replace the faulty seal and, if leaking has occurred, the brake booster will be
replaced as well. Honda told that no stop-sale is issued. The car also garnered a CNET. While
critically acclaimed, sales have not met expectations. Enthusiasts and dealers said that the RL
was not competitive because it is smaller, uses front-wheel drive, and lacks a V8 option,
compared to its larger rivals in the mid-luxury segment that are rear-wheel drive and have a V8
available. Some have suggested that the initial price of the RL is perceived to be out of its
bracket. As the new RL offered more features and performance than the base version of its
luxury competitors i. At the RL's price point, most consumers expected a V8, furthermore they
did not perceive Acura as being on par with its German rivals and expected more value from the
Japanese marque. The damage from Honda Japan's alleged hubris was done, perhaps giving
the RL an unfavorable impression that could not be removed, even though Honda Canada has
since reduced the RL's price. The facelifted model was unveiled in Japan on October 2, and
launched at the Tokyo Motor Show on October 27, It is currently available in Japan. The front
fascia of the facelifted model is based from the facelifted RLX. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. See also: Acura RLX. Archived from the original on Retrieved
Retrieved June 18, The Independent. Archived from the original on 14 January Retrieved 18
September International Masters Publishers AB. Automotive Engineering International.
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SUV. Are you wondering what is the wiper blade size that you need for your vehicle? The
following article will help you find the right wiper for your automobile. People often question
about the appropriate size of wiper blades for their cars. Would you like to write for us? Well,
we're looking for good writers who want to spread the word. Get in touch with us and we'll talk
Or else the easiest way is to detach your blades and take them to the store. However, if the
blades too are missing, you have no option but to consult the car dealer. However, when you
buy a set of blades, be sure to match them on the right positions of your car. You will find wiper
blades sizes of cars that are as old as 30 years in stores. You should know your car make,
model and year of manufacture when you go to buy new wiper blades. Also, if you have a sports
car or limited edition design, be sure to mention it to the store. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main
content Skip to primary sidebar Skip to footer Wiper Blade Size Chart Are you wondering what
is the wiper blade size that you need for your vehicle? Let's Work Together! Get Updates Right
to Your Inbox Sign up to receive the latest and greatest articles from our site automatically each
week give or take If you are human, leave this field blank. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Cookie
settings Accept. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized
as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. There seems to be a problem serving the request at this time.
You need to clear raindrops, ice, snow, or debris off of your windscreen when driving, and
affordable windscreen wiper blades help you to do so. Car wiper blades also remove
condensation and enhance your visibility while driving. On eBay, you can choose from different
brands, sizes, and styles of car windscreen wiper blades. You may look on eBay for used
windscreen wipers that are inexpensive. If you are driving to a place with wintry weather, you
might want to get pre-owned windscreen wipers rated for cold temperatures, ice, or snow. You
may also want to try different brands of cheap windscreen wiper blades, and getting them used
makes this more affordable. Skip to main content. Shop by category. Brand see all. Placement
on Vehicle see all. Not specified. Wiper Blade Type see all. Brand Type see all. Aftermarket
Branded. Genuine OEM. Private Label. Classic Car Part see all. Condition see all. New other see
details. For parts or not working. Please provide a valid price range. Buying format see all. All
listings. Best Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item location see all. UK Only. European Union.
Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only see all. Returns accepted. Completed items.
Sold items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified. More refinements More refinements Do
these parts fit your vehicle? Find out now. All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match.
View: Gallery view. List view. Only 1 left. Only 2 left. Only 3 left. Results pagination - page 1 1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 De Lorean. Alfa Romeo. Aston Martin. Auto Union. Land Rover. Ends 28 Feb. Savings

are here! Get what you love for less. Aero VU. Element Blades. Aftermarket Products. Magneti
Marelli. General Motors. Blue Print. OE Quality Friction. Champion Wipers. Quinton Hazell.
Everything You Need to Know About Choosing Car Windscreen Wiper Blades You need to clear
raindrops, ice, snow, or debris off of your windscreen when driving, and affordable windscreen
wiper blades help you to do so. What are some features of affordable wiper blades? Some
features of the inexpensive windscreen wipers in the UK include: With arm: There are wiper
blades with the arm if you need to replace both parts. With rubber shell: This feature is ideal for
driving in winter precipitation. Spring steel band: This type of high-end wiper blade follows the
contour of the windscreen. With silicone: A rubber and silicone blend enhances durability for
wiper blades that are exposed to direct sunlight. When to buy used wiper blades in the UK You
may look on eBay for used windscreen wipers that are inexpensive. What are the styles of small
car wiper blades? The available styles of small discount wiper blades in the UK include: Flat:
This style is a basic windscreen blade with one strip of rubber attached to the plastic holder.
Spoiler: There is a spoiler attached to the blade, allowing it to work at a faster speed. It is
typically for the driver's side of the vehicle. Frameless: This fits directly onto the windscreen
arm, allowing for closer contact with the glass. Standard: This windscreen blade has a slight
curve and a single strip of rubber. How do you choose the right car wiper blades? When you are
looking for the right wiper blades online in the UK, consider: Placement on the vehicle: Choose
windscreen wiper blades for the driver's side, passenger's side, or rear windscreen. Size: Refer
to your car owner's manual in order to determine the proper size for your windscreen blades.
They range from 35 to 66 centimetres. Compatibility: There are classic car windscreen wipers,
original equipment manufacturer wiper blades, and aftermarket windscreen wipers. Season:
Choose standard or winter wiper blades. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
wire tuck honda civic
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

